Antelope Class
Writing
Term 6, Week 3 learning- 15.6.20
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Hello Antelopes, well done for all of your hard work so far.
This week, we are going to begin a 3 week fantasy story focus by looking at
‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’.
It has been a pleasure to see the learning that has been taking place, and we
look forward to hearing more about that this week. Please send a picture or
scan of your writing to antelopes@bratton.wilts.sch.uk, either every couple of
days or at the end of the week.
There are 5 lessons and each lesson will take approximately 30-40 minutes.
Miss McMillan and Mrs Smith

Lesson 1
To understand the events of a text.
This lesson, you are going to become familiar with ‘The
Wizard of Oz’ and answer questions about the text.

Context
• ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’ is a high fantasy novel,
written by L. Frank Baum, published in 1900. It was the
first published of 14 novels in the Oz series and it is the
best known among all the author’s books.
• Most of the novels are set in Oz, a land full of wonder,
strange rules and mythical beings.
• In the story, Dorothy lives in Kansas (America) on her
aunt and uncle’s farm. One day, a huge tornado carries
her house into the sky. She lands in the fantastical Land
of Oz.
• Dorothy meets three friends and they travel together
to the Emerald City - to visit the Wizard and ask for his
help.

America in the late 1890’s
• A huge depression in the economy (the state of a
country in terms of production of products and
supply of money) - many people were
unemployed.
• A long and difficult drought - farmers were
finding it very hard as crops were not growing.
• Factories and manufacturing plants faced
bankruptcy.
• At this time, ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’ would
have allowed for escapism during these difficult
times.

The Wizard of Oz
This is a condensed version of the story to allow you to read about the main events. You will read real
extracts from the book later in the week.
Dorothy lived with her hardworking but dour Uncle Henry and Aunt Em on the bleak Kansas prairie. She was an energetic
and joyful girl who delighted in her small dog, Toto. One day a dangerous tornado swept across the prairie. Toto hid
under the bed in the farmhouse, so Dorothy did not make it into the storm cellar. The tornado picked up the house with
Dorothy and Toto still inside. As the hours passed, Dorothy tried to remain calm and eventually fell asleep.
When she awoke she and Toto were in a fantastical and strange land. Coming out of the house, she and Toto were met by
a few small men that called themselves Munchkins and the beautiful Witch of the North, Glinda. The Witch informed
Dorothy that her house landed on the Wicked Witch of the East and killed her, thus setting the Munchkins free from
their long slavery under her command. Dorothy was horrified to hear that she had killed someone, but she was given a
present of the Witch's silver slippers. The Wicked Witch of the West appeared; she angrily asked what happened to her
sister and was surprised to see Dorothy wearing the slippers. She demanded for them but Glinda refused and sent her on
her way. Before she left, the wicked witch warned Dorothy of bad things to come.
Dorothy promptly asked how she could get home and the Glinda told her it would be best to ask the powerful Wizard of
Oz, who lived in the Emerald City. To reassure Dorothy of her worries, she was given a kiss of protection, on her cheek,
from the beautiful witch.
Dorothy's journey on the yellow brick road, which led to the Emerald City, began in the pretty and well-tilled land of the
Munchkins. Passing a field, she encountered The Scarecrow, whom she released from his position held aloft in the field.
He told her he wanted brains and asked if he could go with her to visit the Wizard. She happily agreed and the two
companions (and Toto) continued along the yellow brick road to Oz. They helped save The Tin Woodman, who had
rusted in the forest while cutting down a tree. He joined them, hoping to ask the Wizard for his dearest wish – a heart.
They also met The Cowardly Lion, who, after roaring at them loudly, sheepishly admitted he had no courage and wanted
to ask Oz to grant him some so he could be a real King of Beasts.

The travellers continued along their path and faced several obstacles. They found a large ditch in their path and had the Lion jump
over it with his friends on his back. They arrived at a field full of beautiful but deadly poppies; Dorothy and Toto, and even the
Lion fell into a deep sleep. The Scarecrow and Tin Woodman carried out Dorothy and Toto but received the help of thousands of
field mice in carrying out the Lion.
When they finally arrived at Oz, the Guardian at the Gate of the sparkling green city was surprised to hear that they wanted to
see Oz, as no one had requested a visit for many years. They were told they could see Oz one by one in his throne room on
separate days. Dorothy, the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, and the Lion each encountered a different Oz – a massive head, a
beautiful woman, a frightening creature, and a ball of fire – and were all told that the Wicked Witch of the West must be killed
before their wishes would be granted. Despondent but realizing there was no other way, the companions set out once more.
Their journey was beset by danger because the powerful Witch knew that they were coming. She tried to destroy them with
various minions - forty wolves, crows and black bees - but each swarm was defeated. Finally, the Witch sent the Winged Monkeys
after the travellers. The Monkeys were bound to the Golden Cap, which said that its owner could command them to do whatever
he or she wanted three times. The Witch commanded them to destroy the Tin Woodman and Scarecrow and bring her Dorothy
and the Lion. Dorothy, who she could not harm since the Good Witch of the North had given her a mark of protection, was made
to work in the Witch's kitchen. The Lion was chained up when he refused to toil for her.
The Witch noticed Dorothy's silver slippers, and remembered their secret power, she tried to trip Dorothy so they would fall off of
her feet. This angered Dorothy and she threw a pail of water on the Witch. To her shock, the water melted the Witch and Dorothy
was free. This was heartening to those in the Witch's land whom she had enslaved – the Winkies. Dorothy, Toto, and the Lion left
the Witch's castle, and, taking control of the Golden Cap, commanded the Monkeys to take them to Emerald City.
To their dismay, when they arrived in the Emerald City the Wizard claimed he could not help them. The Lion roared loudly in
anger, scaring Toto and sending him tumbling into a curtain. This revealed a small and elderly old man. He was a mere
ventriloquist and balloonist from Omaha who had accidentally ended up in Oz when the wind took his balloon far away from
home. The Munchkins thought he was a powerful Wizard, and while not a cruel man, he went along with the delusion. They built
the Emerald City and lived happily under the Wizard's rule. He told them to rid of the Witch since she had real power and
frightened him.

After telling his story and apologizing for his trickery, he said he would try to help them anyway. With a bit of
goodhearted manipulation, he gave the Scarecrow, Tin Woodman, and Lion what they wanted, noting that each had
displayed what they thought they lacked on the journey. His plan for Dorothy was to fly away over the desert borders
of Oz in his balloon. He planned on going as well, but just as they were about to depart, Toto distracted Dorothy and
she missed the balloon. It sailed away in the sky and she cried out in sadness.
She tried to ask the Winged Monkeys in her second command to take her to Kansas, but they said they could not travel
beyond the borders of Oz. A soldier in the Emerald City suggested she travel to the home of the Good Witch of the
North, Glinda. This seemed a valid plan and Dorothy set out once more, accompanied by her friends. Together they
faced more curious and dangerous creatures - people made of china, the devious Hammer-Heads, and the beasts of
the forest who later crowned the Lion as their king.
Their journey was not easy but they finally made it to the lovely Glinda's castle. She said she did not need to help
Dorothy because the girl's silver shoes possessed that power: she merely had to click her heels together three times
and say where she wanted to go and she would be there. In exchange for her help, Dorothy gave her the Golden Cap,
and she used the three commands to send the Scarecrow back to rule over the Emerald City, the Tin Woodman to rule
over the Winkies, and the Lion to rule over the beasts in the forest. She then gave the Cap to the Monkeys and set
them free from their bondage.
Dorothy kissed her friends goodbye and wished them well, and then clicked her heels together and said "Take me
home to Aunt Em!" She ended up in the Kansas prairie, the silver shoes having fallen off in the desert. She ran towards
her Aunt Em who was astonished to see her and asked her where she had been. Dorothy replied she had been in Oz
and was glad to be home.

Activity 1: Answer the following questions about ‘The Wizard of Oz’ story.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

What does Dorothy do when the house is being carried by the tornado?
Who does Dorothy’s house kill?
What present does Dorothy receive?
What does Dorothy need to follow to get to the Emerald City?
Who is the first character she meets? What do they hope to get from the Wizard?
Who is the next character they meet? What do they hope to get from the Wizard?
How does Dorothy protect Toto from the Lion?
What does the Lion hope to get from the Wizard?
Why are the poppy flowers dangerous?
What does the Wizard look like to Dorothy, to the Scarecrow, to the Tin Woodman and to the
Lion?
What does the Wizard ask them to do before he will help them?
How does the Witch capture Dorothy and the Lion?
How does Dorothy kill the Wicked Witch?
Who is the Great Oz really? How did he originally get to the land of Oz?
How does the Wizard plan to take Dorothy back to Kansas? What goes wrong?
How does Dorothy get back to Kansas?
How do her Aunt and Uncle respond to Dorothy being back?

Here is a plot
diagram which
shows the
different events
that occur within a
story.
Read and discuss
what happens at
each stage on the
mountain.

Activity 2- Here is a plot diagram for the Wizard of Oz.
On the following slide are the main events from the story. Can you match them to the
correct number on this diagram? Remember to take into account the order in which the
events happened.

Events:
• Dorothy and Toto live on a farm in Kansas.
• Glinda tells Dorothy the silver shoes can take her home.
• The Scarecrow, Tin Woodman, and Cowardly Lion join them.
• Dorothy and Toto step out into the Land of the Munchkins.
• Dorothy kills the Wicked Witch of the West
• The Witch of the North gives Dorothy a protective kiss.
• The travellers arrive at the Emerald City.
• A cyclone carries off Dorothy and Toto in their house.
• Oz leaves the country without Dorothy.
• Oz tells the travellers they must kill the Witch of the West.
• Dorothy's house lands in Oz, crushing the Witch of the East.
• Advised to seek Glinda, Dorothy and friends set out again.
• The Witch of the West captures Dorothy, Toto, and the Lion.
• Dorothy and Toto set out for the Emerald City.

Plot diagram answers:
Introduction
1 Dorothy and Toto live on a farm in Kansas.
Rising Action
2 A cyclone carries off Dorothy and Toto in their house.
3 Dorothy's house lands in Oz, crushing the Witch of the East.
4 Dorothy and Toto step out into the Land of the Munchkins.
5 The Witch of the North gives Dorothy a protective kiss.
6 Dorothy and Toto set out for the Emerald City.
7 The Scarecrow, Tin Woodman, and Cowardly Lion join them.
8 The travellers arrive at the Emerald City.
9 Oz tells the travellers they must kill the Witch of the West.
10 The Witch of the West captures Dorothy, Toto, and the Lion.
Climax
11 Dorothy kills the Wicked Witch of the West.
Falling Action
12 Oz leaves the country without Dorothy.
13 Advised to seek Glinda, Dorothy and friends set out again.
14 Glinda tells Dorothy the silver shoes can take her home.
Resolution
15 Dorothy and Toto arrive home in Kansas.

Lesson 2
To write a review of the Wizard or Oz.
In this lesson, you are going to write a review for
‘The Wizard of Oz’, to share your thoughts and
ideas about the story.

You are going to create a mind map (in any design
you would like) to share:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What you liked about the story.
What you disliked.
What surprised you.
What you would improve if it were your story.
What you would like to know.

Miss McMillan’s example is on the next slide.

Use this example as
guidance, but you can
present your work in
any way you would like
to.

Here is an example of one of
the sections with ideas.

Lesson 3
To write character descriptions for two
different characters.
In today’s lesson, you are going to write a description of
Dorothy and the Wicked Witch of the West.

Dorothy
Here is an extract from ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’, which introduces Dorothy and her Aunt
and Uncle. Read it and discuss what you think.
Dorothy lived in the midst of the great Kansas prairies, with Uncle Henry, who was a farmer, and Aunt Em, who was the
farmer's wife. Their house was small, for the lumber to build it had to be carried by wagon many miles. There were four
walls, a floor and a roof, which made one room; and this room contained a rusty looking cook stove, a cupboard for the
dishes, a table, three or four chairs, and the beds. Uncle Henry and Aunt Em had a big bed in one corner, and Dorothy a
little bed in another corner. There was no garret at all, and no cellar--except a small hole dug in the ground, called a
cyclone cellar, where the family could go in case one of those great whirlwinds arose, mighty enough to crush any
building in its path. It was reached by a trap door in the middle of the floor, from which a ladder led down into the small,
dark hole.
When Dorothy stood in the doorway and looked around, she could see nothing but the great grey prairie on every side.
Not a tree nor a house broke the broad sweep of flat country that reached to the edge of the sky in all directions. The
sun had baked the ploughed land into a grey mass, with little cracks running through it. Even the grass was not green, for
the sun had burned the tops of the long blades until they were the same grey colour to be seen everywhere. Once the
house had been painted, but the sun blistered the paint and the rains washed it away, and now the house was as dull
and grey as everything else.
When Aunt Em came there to live she was a young, pretty wife. The sun and wind had changed her, too. They had taken
the sparkle from her eyes and left them a sober grey; they had taken the red from her cheeks and lips, and they were
grey also. She was thin and gaunt, and never smiled now. When Dorothy, who was an orphan, first came to her, Aunt Em
had been so startled by the child's laughter that she would scream and press her hand upon her heart whenever
Dorothy's merry voice reached her ears; and she still looked at the little girl with wonder that she could find anything to
laugh at.
Uncle Henry never laughed. He worked hard from morning till night and did not know what joy was. He was grey also,
from his long beard to his rough boots, and he looked stern and solemn, and rarely spoke.
It was Toto that made Dorothy laugh, and saved her from growing as grey as her other surroundings. Toto was not grey;
he was a little black dog, with long silky hair and small black eyes that twinkled merrily on either side of his funny, wee
nose. Toto played all day long, and Dorothy played with him, and loved him dearly.

Dorothy
What did you notice from the extract?
Does it describe how Dorothy looks?
What do you learn about Dorothy?
Watch the videos below - these are from the
film, ‘The Wizard of Oz’.
What does she look like?
Is this what you imagined?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N77NaxlGlU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3DD3vDyuog

The Wicked Witch of the West
Within the story of ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’, there is little to no
description of the Wicked Witch of the West. Therefore, we will
gather ideas from the film to describe her.
Please watch the following clips:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lT8qgvgk1rU
What does she look like?
How does she behave?
How do other characters react to her?

What words would
you use to describe
each character, just
by looking at the
pictures?

Activity: Write a description for each character Dorothy and the Wicked Witch of the West.
Describe how they look, behave and interact with
other people.
Remember to use your descriptive techniques to add
detail to your writing:
• Powerful adjectives
• Similes / metaphors
• Adverbs
• Alliteration

Lesson 4
To write opposing setting descriptions.
Today, you are going to look at pictures and watch two
videos to compare the settings of Kansas and the Land
of Oz.
In the beginning of the film, ‘The Wizard of Oz’, it is
black and white. However, when Dorothy arrives in Oz,
the screen is coloured. Why do you think the makers of
the film decided to do this?

Activity 1:
On the next two slides, there are pictures and video links for each setting.
Make a mind map around the picture, using your descriptive techniques to
describe each setting.
Kansas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQWSh7Db-_E

Activity 1 continued:
Make a mind map around the picture, using your descriptive techniques to
describe each setting.
The Land of Oz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWFHeDcVNiw

Activity 2:
Read through Mrs Smith’s setting descriptions for
Kansas and the Land of Oz.
Label the different descriptive techniques you come
across. You can draw arrows, underline or use
colours to show the examples.

You will see:
• Alliteration
• Rule of three
• Personification
• Similes

Answers - Did you find all of them?

Activity 3:
Now, using your mind maps and Mrs Smith’s examples
to help you, write your own setting descriptions for
Kansas and the Land of Oz.

Remember to use a range of descriptive techniques and
reflect the colour of the videos by thinking about what
you have seen.

Lesson 5
To explore characterisation using evidence from
the text.
Who are the other characters
that join Dorothy and Toto on
their journey to Emerald City,
to find the wizard?

Activity 1:
On the following slides, you will be introduced
to the three characters who join Dorothy on her
journey to see the Wizard of Oz.
Make notes or a mind map for the Scarecrow,
Tin Man and Lion on what they are like, how
they behave and how they meet Dorothy. What
do you think her reaction would be to meeting
each character?

The Scarecrow
• The Scarecrow was rescued by
Dorothy from his dull life in a
farmer’s field. His greatest wish is
to receive his own brain from the
Wizard of Oz. Despite his belief
that he is not clever, he proves
himself to be intelligent and
resourceful.
• Please watch the video to see how
the Scarecrow behaves:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t
CgpLROSNmc

The Tin Man
• He was rescued by Dorothy after
rusting in the forest. The Tin Man
desires a heart from the Wizard of
Oz. He used to be a real man and was
in love with a Munchkin girl.
However, due to the Wicked Witch of
the East’s evil spells, he lost his limbs
and eventually became a man of tin
without a heart. Despite his beliefs
that he lacked emotion, he proves
himself to be kind and sensitive.
• Please watch the video to see how
the Tin Man behaves:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lo
uBM-Mix7s

The Cowardly Lion
• The Lion meets Dorothy, Toto,
the Scarecrow and the Tin
Man in the forest. He claims
to be a coward and wishes for
the Wizard of Oz to give him
courage. However, he proves
himself courageous in many
situations throughout.
• Please watch the video to see
how the Lion behaves:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=BzlhEsWI2Pw

Activity 2:
Write a descriptive paragraph about one of the
characters. This should include details of their
personality, appearance, feelings and
hopes/fears.
OR
Write from the perspective of either the Tin
Man, the Lion or the Scarecrow. Describe, in the
first person narrative, their meeting with
Dorothy. You should include aspiring details and
also showing not telling to describe feelings,
thoughts and fears.

